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EDITORIAL 

ANNUITANT MORTALITY OVER SIXTY YEARS 
The figures in this message may be accepted by interested readers as evidence that 
your editor (i) is inspired hy the recent work of Rohert J. Johansen and his Com- 
mittee, (ii) is intrigued by discovering that benchmarks happen to bc available for 
annuitant mortality in the evenly spaced years 1923, 194.3, 1963 and 1983, and 
(iii) is reckless of the piTfalls in directly comparing the mortality rates in four such 
widely separated actuarial explorations into this complex territory. 

The actuaries in whose papers these figures have been revealed to our profession 
are : 

Robert lfenderson (1871-l&2) : U.S. Annuitants 1918-27, T.A.S.A. XXX 
(1929)) 246 

Wilrrrer A. Jenkins (1901-1976) and Edtuord A. Le~o: 194.3 Experience Table, 
T.S.A. I (194-g), 4.62-3. 

Marold Cherry: 1963 Experience Table, T.S.A. XXIII (1971), 4190. 
Robert J. Johansen: 1983 Basic Table, T.S.A. XXX111 (1981)) being printed. 

The first ol these papers was presented at a time when actunrics were becoming 
painlully aware of the existence of large numbers ol immediate and deferred annui-8 
ties and life income settlement options issued at seriously inadequate rates; the sub- 
sequent three depict instalments in the (thus far) successful actuarial campaigns to 
avoid any more debacles ol that kind. The figures here speak eloquently of the neces- 
ity for unremitting vigilonce. 
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1 E T T E R S”‘, 

Cost Of A Pension Plan 
Sir: 
Cernld Richmond (Nov. 1982 issue) un- 
dertakes to clear up confusions about the 
meaning of “cost” as it relates to pension 
plans. \Vhilc I fully agree that considcr- 
able confusion exists and that its remov- 
al is greatly to be desired, I am far from 
convinced that his proposals contrihutc 
to this; confusion may indeed he inevi- 
table because of the very nature of the 
“cost” of a pension plan. 

My doubts focus upon Mr. Richmond’s. 
rearrangement of the familiar equation. 
of pension plan cost elements, to wit: 
C + I = B + E, where C stands for the 
contributions (from employer and em- 
ployees), I is investment income, I3 is 
plan benefits and E is plan expenses. Mr. 
Richmond helieves that, if we isolate C, 
which by definition is equivalent to 
B + E - I, we are getting close to the 
“actual cost” over the plan’s lifetime, 
and that the annual cost calculations de- 
termine an approximation to the current- 
year value of C which eventually con- 
verges to the desired true value. h 

The difhculty with this is that the / 

values of C and I are strongly affectetl 
hy the timing of the plan contributions. 
If the funding program is such that large 
contributions arc made early in the 
plan’s life, the value of I will necessarily 
be grcatcr than if they were made Inter; 
accordingly the sum of the annual ele- 
ments of 1 will he greater, and the cor- 
responding sum for C will be less. This 
is of little significance if C and 1 are 
on the same side of the equation but 
when I is treated as a subtractive ele- 
ment from R and E, then C, the appnrcnt 
cost to the employer, is highly affected 
by incidence. 

It cannot, I think: b, maintained that 
this is of little importance because of 
the effects of discounting and the time 
value of money; the vagaries of the in- 
vestment rate of return will certainly 
have a hearing upon the value of I, 
hence of C. 

Another way to view this problcti is 
to recognize that I3 and E are subject to 
variations in bolh incidence and amount. 
Incidence is basically determined by the 
plan’s underlying experience, hut amorlnt 
reflects both the plan provisions and the 
impact of inflation. To a greater or lesser 
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